
Introduction
As technology has become more sophisticated, an increasing 

number of organisations are realising that data is their new 

strategic asset and the basis of future growth and value. 

At the same time, that new asset exposes organisations to 

criminal activity and online or cyber-attacks that they were 

previously not exposed to and very often are not prepared 

for. The protection of data that was once not collected, in 

particular the personal or fi nancial information of customers, 

is now arguably the greatest risk enterprises face. The failure 

to maintain the integrity of information and information 

systems should be considered as a top risk in an enterprise 

risk mitigation plan.

There is no doubt that companies need to invest, on an 

ongoing basis, in cybersecurity measures to protect against 

cyber-attacks. To fulfi ll their duties, companies and their 

boards are expected to carry out assessments to determine 

the right balance between risk and expenditure. But 

understanding what recommendations to implement can be 

challenging because boards and executive level management 

usually don’t have even a basic grasp of the technology and 

concepts that make up an organisation’s corporate IT network.

Before a board or executive management determines just how 

much should be spent on products to defend an organisation 

from the risks of cyber-attacks, it should try to understand 

some of the basic IT concepts involved. This article attempts 

to introduce the key information technology and concepts 

that make up a standard corporate network. It is by no means 

an exhaustive briefi ng but hopefully helps to arm those tasked 

with managing risk, including company secretaries, with some 

tools for understanding what is being discussed and what the 

recommendations being proposed relate to. The signifi cant 

risks posed by attacks that use social engineering, phishing, 

pharming or other strategies, which take advantage of an 

organisation’s team members and its cyber training programs, 

are not the subject of this article which is focused only on the 

technology.

Data itself – the fi rst layer of protection
Although not a piece of technology, any discussion about 

the solutions available to avert a cyber-attack should begin 

with the obvious and best protection available – not having 

anything to steal in the fi rst place. Unsurprisingly, companies 

with more data and companies in certain industries holding 

certain types of data are more vulnerable to attack than 

others. The data shows that prime targets are large companies 

holding personally identifi able information (PII), health, 

fi nancial and credit card information.

In the quest to store everything forever and as the price of 

digital storage has continued to go down, boards should insist 

on a comprehensive audit of what data their organisation 

stores and why. This should be done in the context of your 

organisation's knowledge management practices and needs. 

Risk and the probability of a breach increases as the amount 

of data stored grows, so any change is a balancing act. Comply 

with your statutory record retention obligations but then 

discard all data that is not important or necessary to keep. This 

will minimise discovery costs associated with litigation as well.
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The Local Area Network (LAN)
The computer network is what joins it all together and is 

where all of a company’s digital data and its technology 

assets sit. It is the foundation and pipe that connects all 

electronic devices, enabling them to communicate with each 

other, and is the fi rst and most important layer to defend.

There is almost no technological difference between 

a home network and a corporate network. It is two or 

more devices connected together via an Ethernet cable 

(or via Wi-Fi). A corporate network is simply a more 

sophisticated implementation of this basic concept (to 

account for signifi cantly more computers and electronic 

devices) and incorporates additional features. LANs are 

completely insulated from an external cyber-attack until 

they are connected to a wide area network (WAN), such as a 

connection to the internet or to another offi ce location via the 

internet. This is why corporate networks will have a number 

LANs, each with their own access rights and privileges. Where 

possible, fi le servers and databases containing important data 

should be on networks that are not connected or accessible 

from other networks and certainly not open to the internet. 

Connecting a LAN to a WAN is like opening a door where 

there was once a wall. This is where fi rewalls come in.

Firewalls
Firewalls are designed to protect everything behind them from 

everything in front of them. Usually the front of the fi rewall 

is its internet facing side (WAN), and the behind is the LAN. 

High quality and properly confi gured fi rewalls are essential 

and can signifi cantly thwart a cyber attacker's plans.

Firewalls work by fi ltering the data arriving on the WAN 

connection that is destined for a device on the LAN. If the 

data is fl agged by the fi lters on the fi rewall, it won’t be 

allowed through. For example, a fi rewall rule can be written 

that allows fi le transfer (FTP) access from anywhere on the 

WAN to one particular computer on the LAN. Anyone trying 

to transfer fi les to any other machine on the network will be 

blocked by the fi rewall from doing so.

In addition, fi rewall rules can work in the opposite direction 

(data going from LAN to WAN) enabling companies to control 

how its employees connect to websites, whether and what 

type of fi les are allowed to leave the company over the 

network and so on.

Servers
The fi rst thing to understand is that servers are not computers. 

A server is a computer program that runs on a computer 

(usually) and provides services, or functionality, to other 

devices on the network. Think of it as a program that 

serves up a service to a user. Usually the program runs on 

a computer that has large amounts of processing power, 

memory, drive space, and no monitor. But not necessarily. 

There are servers that have been running reliably for years 

on old desktop computers (not recommended).

Common servers running in most organisations include 

web servers for serving up web pages, email servers that 

serve up (receive and deliver) and store email, fi le servers 

for fi le sharing and database servers for sharing databases.

If part of the recommendation that a board receives 

is to upgrade its servers, it’s vital to ask whether the 

recommendation is to upgrade and modernise the 

computer hardware that the servers are running on 

or whether the recommendation is to upgrade the 

server software running on the computer hardware. IT 

professionals love new gear and they won’t hesitate 

to buy more if there is an opportunity. However, the 

hardware is only as good as the server (software) running 

on it. Your organisation may get better performance 

from the same database server for example with faster 

hardware. However, it may get even better performance 

and more security features without needing to upgrade 

the hardware if your organisation was instead to upgrade 

the database server (that is, the database program) or use 

a different one altogether. The operating system running 

on the machine can also have a tremendous impact on 

performance and security.

Operating systems
The operating system (OS) is the computer program 

running on the hardware that manages the hardware 

itself. The servers are installed on top of the operating 

system and the operating system grants the server access 

to the computer’s hardware. For example, an email server 

needs access to the hard drives in order to be able read 

and write emails. The OS tells it how to do that. 

Making sure that your organisation has the latest version 

of any OS is therefore critical. This is where patching and 

system updates come in. When vulnerabilities or bugs in 

the OS are found, OS software developers release patches 

to fi x them. Any discussion about managing cybersecurity 

risk must therefore include a discussion about a company’s 

update and patching cycles. Upgrading to the latest and 

greatest hardware won’t make an organisation any more 

secure if it is running the same OS as the old hardware.
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When it comes to updating OS software, some organisations 

run ‘head’, which means that they frequently update to 

the latest development version of the OS. This involves a 

signifi cant amount of ongoing work. Other companies upgrade 

annually or to major release versions only, which means 

less ongoing work but usually considerably more challenges 

when it’s time to upgrade. When it comes to security patches 

however, all organisations must have a process for installing 

them as soon as possible onto their OSs and all other 

devices on the network. The board should ask what the IT 

department’s upgrade policy is and ask them to explain why 

that’s the most appropriate for their organisation.

The choice of OS is also critical from a security perspective. 

The most common OSs for servers these days are Windows 

Server, some fl avour of Linux (such as Redhat or Ubuntu), or 

a fl avour of Unix (such as FreeBSD or OpenBSD). Incidentally, 

most fi rewalls run a fl avour of Unix/BSD. The debate about 

security and open source projects is for another article but it 

is interesting to note that FreeBSD is one of the world’s fi rst 

open source projects and is also one of the most secure and 

stable OSs available. But remember, all OSs are only as good 

as their latest patch or version, and therefore only as good as 

the teams that develop and support them.

Conclusion
In considering whether and by how much to increase 

investment in data security technology, companies and their 

boards are going to have to grapple with a calculation based 

on expenditure versus the probability of a breach and the 

cost of a breach should one occur. The fi nal number will 

vary depending on the type of organisation and the data it 

stores, however the basic questions relating to the technology 

available to protect that data are similar for all organisations. 

Should it spend more in improving its network infrastructure 

and segregation, install additional security devices such as 

fi rewalls at more places in the network, upgrade its network 

devices and hardware, upgrade or change its servers and the 

operating systems that it runs. Gone are the days when 

it was acceptable to be oblivious and ambivalent to the 

technology infrastructure installed in our organisations. 

Effective cybersecurity risk management requires that 

boards and executive management become familiar with 

the concepts outlined in this briefi ng and agree with the 

technology decisions that the IT department is making. 

In addition, however, it’s important to remember that 

technology is only a part of the overall solution. In a future 

briefi ng the importance of developing, maintaining and 

regularly reviewing a robust cybersecurity policy and what 

such a policy might include will be considered. HKICS
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